Shapes, numbers, sizes, & colors (K-1)
Multiple-meaning-word map

Patrick walked slowly out of the store... A few **blocks** farther on was another store—a bigger store. *(Patrick and the great molasses explosion)*

**block**

- an area of land between two streets (n)
- a wooden toy or a piece of other material like ice, stone, or clay shaped like a cube or rectangle (n)
- I am making a castle with **blocks**. My mom comes to play with me. *(When you were little)*

- to get in the way or put something in the way (v)

A tree **blocks** the path of light. The light cannot turn to go around the tree. *(How can sounds be different?)*

- Using their horses, they would drag the ice onto the river or lake banks, and begin to cut the sheet into **blocks**. *(Ice harvest)*
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"Well, good luck to you then," he said. I thanked the man, and we parted ways. (The youngest rider)

They parted near the village fence, Dog going one way and Leopard the other. (How Dog outwitted Leopard)

She may teach biology or work with deaf children. But one thing she knows for sure. Swimming will always be part of her life. (Water woman)

One part of your tongue is best at tasting sweet things. Another part is best at tasting salty things. (You can't smell a flower with your ear)

a piece of something or some of it - not the whole thing (n)
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